X-DIADEM
Powerfull diadem microphone, with two transmitter
Carrier frequency:

500 Mhz-980 Mhz

Frequency range:

560NHz-579 Mhz

Modulation mode:

Digital modulation

Signal to noise

96dB

Frequency response

30Hz - 18KHz

Distortion

0,1%

Dynamic Range

96dB

Delay

2.5 ms

Frequenty Points

up to 48

Transmitter power

10mW

Reciever sensitibvity

-96dB

Use time to transmitter

5 hours

Receiver sensitivity

-96dB

Charging time:

2 Hours

Charging adapter

5V 800mA

Certifications

CE
RoHS
FC
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Features
This wireless headphone microphone kit features continuous frequency, low emissions, low
interference, high signal stability, fast transmission, and short audio delay. The wireless
headphone system adopts advanced UHF wireless transmission technology, the use distance
range can be up to 131.2ft in open area. Easy to set up: The wireless microphone kit consists of
two main parts (transmitter and receiver). Plug and Play.
Headphone and Handheld - Small fashion appearance, lightweight materials, 2 in 1 UHF wireless
headphone microphone is compact and portable. The UHF headphone microphone with
removable ear hook, can be easily disassembled into two parts and freely switch to a handheld
microphone. You can use any style you want, when you want to sing songs, it can also act as a
mini handheld microphone.
High Sound Quality: The cardioid polar pattern reduces pickup of sounds from the sides and
rear, improving isolation from the desired sound source. Adopt the high sensitivity pickup.
Provides loud, clear, high-ﬁdelity sound. For video and video recording. Microphone for video
recording and smartphone / camera recording. Connect to the camera: Connect the microphone
receiver directly to the microphone input connector of the camera. A Y adapter (included) is
required to record video using older versions of Android smartphones.
Versatile and Compatible - Comes with 3.5mm to 0.250mm adapter and Y-shaped phone
adapter. Can work with many devices like voice ampliﬁer, speaker system, smartphone (not
compatible with iPhone 7 or other new models and MAC), PC, camera and more. Ideal for
teaching lectures, lectures, tour guide, audio / video recording, live broadcast and so on.

